
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE 2012 UIS ENDURO EVENT 

3 September 2012 

ROUND SEVEN OF THE BANK WINDHOEK NAMIBIAN NATIONAL ENDURO SERIES TO 
RUN AT THE UIS EVENT. 

Saturday 8 September 2012 sees the seventh and second last round of the Bank Windhoek 
Namibian National Series for 2012. The Uis event is co sponsored by AB Construction, CRP 
and Namibia Technical Services. The Event to run in and around Uis in some of the 
condemned areas will again feature some great obstacles like the abandoned buildings that 
are brought into the mix. With the service area on the hill spectators will be able to see most 
of the track.  

With this the second last race for of eight races left in the season the riders need to stay 
focused and ensure maximum points for this race as the overall championship is decided on 
the best seven results per rider in the season.  

In the class 1 championship things are heating up with Claude Brendel taking the win at the 
last race and seems to be in top form towards the end of the season and regular podium 
riders like the championship leader Kai Hennes not wanting to lose another race.  

In the class 2 Ingo Waldschmidt, Tommy Gouws and Henner Rusch will be fighting it out for 
the bragging rights on this one while Ingo hold the championship lead. 

In the class 3 the national quads Windzor Huselman maintains his lead over the second and 
third place battle of Heiko Bernstein and Johan Steyn. 

In the ladies quads Maike Bochert holds a commanding point lead and needs to get a finish 
to secure the championship 

In the master Bikes Andreas Brendel holds a small point’s lead over his chasing team mate 
Eckhard Waldschmidt with Kai Hohmeier in third. 

In the master quads Fanie Steenkamp has maintained his lead over Clinton Hilfiger but still 
needs to ensure that he finishes the last two races. 

With ten classes set to run during this event, and the location the same as last year the 
coastal riders are also expected as it is closer for them to challenge the inland racers. All 
riders interested in this can get more information on the website www.namibianenduro.com 
or contact Kai Hohmeier @ 081-2615106. The public are welcome to come and watch the 
action with the pits and refuel area on the hill for great spectator value 

Saturdays racing will start at 07:00 with Documentation and Scruteneering for non Windhoek 
Riders. Windhoek riders can do the Documentation on Thursday 6 September in the 
afternoon from 17:30 at Novel Yamaha, 7871 T V More Street near MB Truck Spares.  

The event will be held Uis and prise giving taking place at the Brandberg Rest Camp.  


